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Package prices beginning at $5,900 

 When your life is simply too busy to handle the hours and hours of planning that weddings require, 

choose this package for a stress free event. We review all your wedding wishes and requirements, take 

charge of your budget and make all the decisions, hire all the vendors, negotiate all your contracts, 

create your wedding décor, handle etiquette issues, favors, welcome baskets, hotel rooms, 

transportation, rehearsal dinner, invitations, save the day cards. In addition we include post wedding 

day services that include the return of rental items, return of Tuxedo rentals, florist supplies, cake stands 

and cake pieces, deliver wedding dress to cleaners for cleaning and preservation. You can be as involved 

or un-involved as you wish. We supply you with weekly e-mail updates and phone calls to keep up 

informed of our progress. We include unlimited meetings, e-mails and phone calls. Sit back, relax and 

allow us to do all the work exactly as if you had done it yourself. 

Topical Island 

Package prices beginning at $6,900 

This is our most popular and comprehensive package. Many clients like the convenience of our Island 

services; we customize this package to fit their needs. In this package we take charge of your event and 

all travel arrangements, and eliminate all the pressure and stress of designing the perfect flawless day, 

but with your style and taste in mind. We design the look, schedule and accompany you to 

appointments, assist with your attire selection, direct the rehearsal and orchestrate a beautiful 

ceremony and reception down to the last detail. 

Europe 

Package prices beginning at $15,000 

The number one trend in weddings today is destination weddings! A castle in Scotland, the Eiffel Tower 

in Paris, or the majestic rolling Vineyards of Italy…this package is all inclusive with all details handled by 

your wedding planner, to ensure an absolutely memorable and flawless day. 


